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Inelastic electron scattering from 3He is studied in the kinematic region of pion production. Inclusive
processes with polarization of the electron probe and of the 3He target are described in the plane wave impulse
approximation. The question to what extent polarized 3He can serve in this kinematic regime as a substitute for
unavailable neutron spin targets is discussed. @S0556-2813~97!02103-1#
PACS number~s!: 25.30.2c, 24.70.1s, 25.10.1s, 29.25.PjI. INTRODUCTION
Pion production off nuclei will experimentally be studied
at the continuous beam electron accelerators @1# with particu-
lar emphasis. This paper describes inclusive inelastic elec-
tron scattering from 3He in the region of pion production.
Theoretical predictions for spin-averaged and spin-dependent
structure functions are made. In particular, the question is
discussed if polarized 3He can reliably serve as a substitute
for otherwise unavailable neutron spin targets @2#. This ques-
tion got a rather pessimistic answer in Ref. @3# for neutron
charge properties at small momentum transfers to be seen in
quasielastic scattering; it will get a positive answer for pion
production. The paper assumes the nucleus to consist of
nucleons only. Thus, it entirely misses the discussion @4# to
what extent pion production in electromagnetic ~e.m.! pro-
cesses could determine a possible D-isobar content of the
trinucleon bound states.
The paper employs the plane-wave impulse approxima-
tion ~PWIA! for the description of inelastic electron scatter-
ing @3,5–7#. PWIA relates the nuclear structure functions to
the nucleonic ones. The inclusive cross section is given in
terms of the nuclear structure functions. The theoretical ap-
paratus is taken over from Refs. @3# and @6#; Ref. @8# contains
the preliminary results presented in this paper. Section II
recalls the essential elements of PWIA. Section III presents a
crude field-theoretic model for pion production from the
single nucleon; it yields the parametrization of the nucleonic
structure functions required for the present calculation. Sec-
tion IV shows results for the 3He structure functions; it in-
vestigates to what extent neutron structure functions can be
extracted from measured 3He structure functions.
II. PWIA FOR PION PRODUCTION FROM 3HE
The inclusive cross section of inelastic electron scattering
from a target A with mass mA , four-momentum PA , and
polarization nA is determined by the nuclear current tensor
WA
mn(Q ,PA). The four-vectors PA and nA satisfy the con-
straints PA
25mA
2
, nA
2521, and PAnA50. For a spin-12 tar-
get the current tensor has the general form
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mn~Q ,PA!unA&
5FQmQnQ2 2gmnGW1A~Q2,QPA /mA!
1P˜A
mP˜A
n
W2
A~Q2,QPA /mA!
mA
2
1iemnabQaFnAbG1A~Q2,QPA /mA!mA
1@~QPA!nAb2~QnA!PAb#
3
G2
A~Q2,QPA /mA!
mA
3 G ; ~2.1!
Q is the momentum transfer to the nucleus, P˜A , i.e.,
P˜A :5PA2
QPA
Q2 Q , ~2.2!
the target momentum orthogonalized to Q . In Eq. ~2.1! gmn
is the ordinary metric tensor with g0052g115
2g2252g3351 and emnab the totally antisymmetric tensor
of dimension four with e012352e012351. The notation
^nAuWA
mn(Q ,PA)unA& indicates that the current tensor
WA
mn(Q ,PA) is an operator in the nuclear spin space.
The spin-averaged structure functions Wi
A and the spin-
dependent structure functions Gi
A determine the nuclear cur-
rent tensor and therefore the inclusive cross section. They are
real Lorentz scalars depending on the scalars Q2 and
QPA . The dependence of the current tensor on the polar-
ization vector nA is at most linear for a spin-12 nucleus. In the
parametrization of the current tensor ~2.1! the dependence on
the pseudoscalar QnA is explicitly split off from the struc-
ture functions.
The structure functions are obtained from a given current
tensor by contractions with kinematic tensors. The relations
are given explicitly in Ref. @3#. Without lack of generality,
we carry out the calculation for a target at rest. The three
four-vectors which determine the Lorentz structure of the
current tensor are chosen as
PA5~mA ,0!, ~2.3a!
nA5~0,nA
1
,0,nA
3 !, ~2.3b!
Q5~Q0,0,0,uQu!. ~2.3c!1051 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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not carry any time component, since PAnA50. The unit
vectors eˆi of the nuclear c.m. system are defined by
eˆ35Qˆ , ~2.4a!
eˆ25
~eˆ33nˆA!
ueˆ33nˆAu
, ~2.4b!
eˆ15eˆ23eˆ3 . ~2.4c!
In this c.m. system the scalar relations for the structure func-
tions resulting from contractions of the current tensor with
kinematic tensors take the particular forms
W1
A~Q2,QPA /mA!512 ^nAuWA11~Q ,PA!1WA22~Q ,PA!unA&,
~2.5a!
W2
A~Q2,QPA /mA!5Q
4
Q4 ^nAuWA
00~Q ,PA!unA&
2
1
2
Q2
Q2 ^nAuWA
11~Q ,PA!
1WA
22~Q ,PA!unA&, ~2.5b!
G1
A~Q2,QPA /mA!52 i2
mA
2
Q2 F 1nA1 Q
2
mAuQu ^nAuWA
02~Q ,PA!
2WA
20~Q ,PA!unA&
1
1
nA
3
Q0
mA
^nAuWA
12~Q ,PA!
2WA
21~Q ,PA!unA&G , ~2.5c!
G2
A~Q2,QPA /mA!5 i2
mA
2
Q2 F 1nA1 Q
0
uQu ^nAuWA
02~Q ,PA!
2WA
20~Q ,PA!unA&
1
1
nA
3 ^nAuWA
12~Q ,PA!2WA21~Q ,PA!unA&].
~2.5d!
For the results ~2.5! current conservation is employed in
order to eliminate the third components of the current tensor
by the zero components, i.e.,
WA
3n~Q ,PA!5
Q0
uQuWA
0n~Q ,PA!, ~2.6a!
WA
m3~Q ,PA!5
Q0
uQuWA
n0~Q ,PA!. ~2.6b!The results ~2.5! are unique as long as the current tensor is
covariant and respects current conservation. In contrast, the
current tensor to be calculated in this paper by PWIA is only
approximate. Reference @3# discusses the ensuing theoretical
problems; it calls the results ~2.5! the extraction scheme ~A!
which Refs. @3# and @6# have reasons to favor and which will
be used exclusively in this paper.
In the nuclear c.m. system the structure functions are re-
lated to the nuclear response functions by
W1
A~Q2,QPA /mA!5 12 RTA~Q2,Q0!, ~2.7a!
W2
A~Q2,QPA /mA!5 Q
4
Q4 RL
A~Q2,Q0!2 12
Q2
Q2 RT
A~Q2,Q0!,
~2.7b!
G1
A~Q2,QPA /mA!512
mA
2
Q2 F Q2mAuQuA12RTL8A ~Q2,Q0!
1
Q0
mA
RT8
A
~Q2,Q0!G , ~2.7c!
G2
A~Q2,QPA /mA!52 12
mA
2
Q2 F Q0uQuA12RTL8A ~Q2,Q0!
1RT8
A
~Q2,Q0!G . ~2.7d!
We carry out the calculation for structure functions. How-
ever, in the context of physics discussions we shall use struc-
ture functions and response functions interchangeably: The
response functions, i.e., the spin-averaged longitudinal and
transverse responses RL
A and RT
A and the spin-dependent
transverse and transverse-longitudinal responses RT8
A
and
RTL8
A
are directly related to the longitudinal and transverse
components of the nuclear current four-vectors.
The nuclear responses determine the spin-dependent cross
sections, i.e.,
d2s
dke8
0dVe8
~he ,nˆA!5sMottSQ4Q4 RLA~Q2,V!
1F2 12 Q2Q2 1tan2 Qe2 GRTA~Q2,V!
1hetan
Qe
2 FA2 Q2Q2 1tan2 Qe2
3RT8
A
~Q2,V!cosu*
1A12
Q2
Q2 RTL8
A
~Q2,V!sinu*cosf*G D .
~2.8a!
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noted by ke85(uke8u,uke8uVe8) with Qe being the scattering
angle; the energy loss of the electron is V5Q0, its helicity
he . The Mott cross section
sMott5S ep28pke0D
2
cos2Qe/2
sin4Qe/2
~2.8b!
is used, ke
0 being the electron beam energy and ep the proton
charge. The polarization of the target is parametrized by the
angles (u*,f*) as indicated in Fig. 1. In the particular co-
ordinate system ~2.4! on which the relations ~2.5! for the
structure functions are based the polarization vector nA has
the components (0,cosu*,0,sinu*).
We calculate the nuclear current tensor in PWIA, i.e.,
^nAuWA
mn~Q ,PA!unA&
5(
tN
E dEE d3pNmNpN0
3TrFWN~ tN!mn ~QN ,pN!S~EpNtN!12 ~11nˆAsA!G . ~2.9!
PWIA is diagrammatically defined in Fig. 2. PWIA takes
only the single-nucleon part of the nuclear current into ac-
count. Furthermore, it splits the hadronic final state up into a
tensor product consisting of fully correlated states with
(A21) nucleons and of the states with baryon number one,
reached by the single-nucleon current, but possibly contain-
ing many particles due to inelastic excitation. The final-state
interactions between the particles of the one-baryon state and
the (A21)-spectator system are neglected; for example, in
pion production the produced pion does not undergo distor-
tion by the nucleus. The assumptions of PWIA yield for the
nuclear current tensor the convolution of the nucleonic cur-
rent tensor WN(tN)
mn (QN ,pN) with the spectral function
S(EpNtN); the proton and neutron contributions add up in-
coherently. The isospin label tN distinguishes between proton
and neutron. The convolution formula ~2.9! is derived in Ref.
FIG. 1. Parametrization of the target polarization in terms of the
angles (u*,f*). The electron carries the momentum ke and ke8
before and after the collision. The shaded area lies in the x-y plane;
the projection of nA onto that plane forms the angle f* with the
x direction. The spatial momentum transfer defines the z direction.
The coordinate system (eˆx ,eˆy ,eˆz) is different from the system of
Eq. ~2.4! on which the calculation ~2.5! is based; in the system ~2.4!
the polarization vector has the form nˆA5(cosu*,0,sinu*).@3#. It makes a distinction between the momentum transfers
Q to the nucleus and QN to the nucleon. The struck nucleon
is bound, carries three-momentum pN and is assumed to be
on its mass shell, i.e., pN
0 5AmN2 1pN2 . The energy E is re-
quired to remove the nucleon from the nucleus with definite
excitation of the (A21)-spectator system. Thus,
QN5(Q01AmN2E2A(A21)2mN2 1pN2 2pN0 ,Q). Denot-
ing the nuclear spin operator with sA , (11nˆAsA)/2 is the
density operator; nˆA
251 signals a pure target state what we
assume. The nucleonic current tensor WN(tN)
mn (QN ,pN) is an
operator in nucleonic spin space with a spin structure corre-
sponding to Eq. ~2.1!. The spectral function S(EpNtN) is an
operator in nucleonic and nuclear spin space. The trace op-
eration of Eq. ~2.9! refers to nucleonic and nuclear spin. The
spectral function S(EpNtN) contains all information on the
target required for PWIA. Its particular form for the tri-
nucleon bound state is discussed extensively in Ref. @3#; that
discussion is not repeated here.
III. PARAMETRIZATION OF THE NUCLEONIC
CURRENT TENSOR
The description of electropion production from 3He in
terms of the convolution relation ~2.9! requires knowledge of
the nucleonic current tensor WN(tN)
mn (QN ,pN) in this kine-
matic regime. We use the crude field theoretic model of Ref.
@6# for the current, but extend it to include polarization. The
current model is diagrammatically defined in Fig. 3. It is
based on the e.m. excitation of the nucleon to the D reso-
nance, decaying into pion-nucleon states, and on nonresonant
background processes, derived from pion-nucleon dynamics
in pseudovector coupling. The nucleonic current tensor is
obtained by calculating the four Lorentz-invariant nucleonic
structure functions or, equivalently, the four nucleonic re-
sponses in the nucleonic c.m. system. The calculational pro-
cedure of the spin-averaged structure functions is described
in Appendix C of Ref. @6#; its extension to the spin-
dependent structure functions is straightforward.
The current model is tuned to account for the inclusive
nucleon cross section for which data are only scarcely
known. The cross section has the general form of Eq. ~2.8a!
FIG. 2. Kinematics of inelastic electron scattering from a
nucleus in PWIA. The electron carries the momentum ke and ke8
before and after the collision. The target has the momentum PA and
the polarization nA , the struck nucleon the momentum pN , spin
projection sN , and isospin label tN , and the (A21)-spectator sys-
tem the total momentum PA21, the quantum numbers of internal
motion f A21. The momentum tranfer to the nucleus by the electron
is Q . In case of trinucleon targets the (A21)-spectator systems are
the deuteron and the two-nucleon scattering states.
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d2s
dke8
0dVe8
~he ,nˆN!5GesTN~ tN!~QN2 ,VN!1esLN~ tN!~QN2 ,VN!
1he~A12e2sT8
N~ tN!~QN2 ,VN!cosuN*
1A2e~12e2!sTL8
N~ tN!
3~QN2 ,VN!sinuN*cosfN*!, ~3.1!
with
Ge :5sMottF2 QN22QN2 1tan2 Qe2 GFVN1QN
2 /2mN
ep
2p/2 G ,
~3.2a!
e:5S 12 2QN2QN2 tan2Qe2 D
21
, ~3.2b!
and VN being the energy loss QNpN /mN5QN0 in the nucle-
onic rest frame, nN describing the nucleonic polarization and
having the components (0,cosuN*,0,sinuN*). The unpolarized
(sL
N(tN)
,sT
N(tN)) and the polarized partial cross sections
(sT8
N(tN)
,sTL8
N(tN)) are directly related to the nucleonic response
functions Ri
N(tN)
,i5L,T,T8,TL8, defined in correspondence
to Eq. ~2.7!, by
sT
N~ tN!~QN2 ,VN!:5
ep
2p/2
VN1QN2 /2mN
RT
N~ tN!~QN2 ,VN!,
~3.3a!
FIG. 3. Processes considered in the calculation of the electro-
pion production amplitude. The full line denotes nucleons, the open
rectangle the D isobar, the wavy line the e.m. current, and the
dashed line the pion. In the process ~a! pion production proceeds
through the e.m. excitation of the D resonance in pion-nucleon
scattering. Processes ~b! to ~e! are background processes for which
Born approximation is used; they are based on pseudovector pion-
nucleon coupling.sL
N~ tN!~QN2 ,VN!:5
ep
2p/2
VN1QN2 /2mN
RL
N~ tN!~QN2 ,VN!
22QN2
QN2
,
~3.3b!
sT8
N~ tN!~QN2 ,VN!:5
ep
2p/2
VN1QN2 /2mN
RT8
N~ tN!~QN2 ,VN!,
~3.3c!
sTL8
N~ tN!~QN2 ,VN!:5
ep
2p/2
VN1QN2 /2mN
RTL8
N~ tN!~QN2 ,VN!
3~2 !A2QN22QN2 . ~3.3d!
The response functions and the partial cross sections are
frame dependent and no Lorentz scalars. In Fig. 4 predictions
for the four partial cross sections sL
p
,sT
p
,sT8
p
, and sTL8
p
of
inclusive scattering from the proton are shown, with p stand-
ing for the label N(1/2); the contributions arising from p1
and p0 production are separately given. When possible, the
predictions are compared with experimental data @9#. A cor-
responding calculation of electropion production on the
single nucleon has been presented in Ref. @10# before. The
calculation of Ref. @10# is based on a Hamiltonian approach
and takes final state interaction in the pion-nucleon system
into account. The results of Ref. @10# are qualitatively repro-
duced in Fig. 4 by the field theoretic model of this
FIG. 4. Partial cross sections sT
p
,sL
p
,sT8
p
, and sTL8
p
of inclusive
scattering for pion production from the proton as function of the
total pion-nucleon mass W , i.e., W25(QN1pN)2. The partial cross
sections in the proton c.m. system refer to the four-momentum
transfer QN2 520.20 GeV2; they are shown as solid curves. p1 and
p0 production are indicated as dashed and dotted lines, respec-
tively. The experimental data are taken from Ref. @9#.
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p
are of the same magni-
tude, they differ in sign compared to Ref. @10#; the reason is
unexplained.
Section IV chooses Q2520.25 GeV2 as an example for
the calculation of 3He structure functions and for the discus-
sion of pion production from 3He. Though the momentum
transfers to the nucleus and the struck nucleon are different,
i.e., QÞQN , the convolution relation ~2.9! requires the
nucleonic structure functions around QN2 .Q2 as computa-
tional building block. Figure 5 displays the proton and neu-
tron structure functions at QN2 520.25 GeV2 as function of
the energy loss VN . Pion production is dominated by the
D resonance. All nucleonic structure functions peak around
the energy corresponding to D-isobar production. Around
resonance the nonresonant background processes of Fig. 3
are suppressed; they are, however, responsible for the differ-
ence of proton and neutron structure functions. Furthermore,
the background processes become significant for the nucle-
onic structure functions at energy losses VN about 100 MeV
above resonance. In contrast, the nucleonic responses, dis-
played in Fig. 4 in form of the partial cross sections sp for
the proton, are not always dominated by the D resonance.
The longitudinal response RL
N(tN) sees the background pro-
cesses exclusively, the longitudinal-transverse interference
response RTL8
N(tN) depends on them heavily.
We note that the proton and neutron structure functions
are of comparable size in the kinematic regime of pion pro-
duction. This fact is quite different compared with quasielas-
tic scattering whose description requires the elastic nucleonic
charge form factors, being much larger for the proton than
for the neutron.
FIG. 5. Nucleonic structure functions Wi
N(tN) and Gi
N(tN) in the
kinematic regime of pion production as functions of the energy
transfer VN5QNpN /mN . The displayed results refer to the mo-
mentum transfer QN2 520.25 GeV2. The proton and neutron struc-
ture functions are compared; they are indicated by dashed and dot-
ted curves, respectively.IV. 3HE STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS FOR SINGLE-PION
PRODUCTION AND CONCLUSIONS
Using the parametrization of the nucleonic structure func-
tions for single-pion production in the convolution relation
~2.9!, 3He structure functions are calculated. The often dis-
cussed quasielastic peak @3# occurs at Q052Q2/2mN . Cor-
respondingly, pion production cross sections will be large
when the P 33 pion-nucleon resonance, the D resonance, gets
excited in the nucleus. Denoting the position of the reso-
nance at 1232 MeV by mD , the quasielastic D-resonance
production peak of inelastic electron scattering occurs at
Q05~mD2mN!F11mD2mN2mN G2 Q
2
2mN
. ~4.1!
The four 3He structure functions are calculated in the
regime of pion production. They are shown in Fig. 6 for the
momentum transfer Q2520.25 GeV2 as function of the en-
ergy transfer V5Q0. Figure 7 displays the corresponding
spin-dependent nuclear responses. The proton and neutron
contributions are indicated. Whereas proton and neutron
make comparable contributions to the spin-averaged struc-
ture functions W1
A and W2
A
, the spin-dependent structure
functions G1
A and G2
A and the spin-dependent responses RT8
A
and RTL8
A
are dominated by the neutron. This fact is readily
understood: The 3He spin is largely carried by the neutron,
only a minor part by the proton. Since e.m. pion production
from proton and neutron is rather similar in size, the proton
can contribute only little to the 3He spin-dependent structure
functions. Since the 3He spin-dependent structure functions
are dominated by the neutron, the neutron structure functions
G1
n and G2
n can get unfolded from experimental 3He data,
with n standing for the label N(21/2). Indeed, polarized
FIG. 6. 3He structure functions WiA and GiA in the kinematic
regime of pion production as functions of the energy transfer
V5QPA /mA . The displayed results refer to the momentum trans-
fer Q2520.25 GeV2. The proton and neutron contributions are
indicated by the dashed and dotted curves, respectively. The full
lines represent the full result.
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— to be an efficient substitute for unavailable neutron spin
targets. This conclusion is in contrast to the one found for
quasielastic scattering. We note that for the chosen kinemat-
ics the spin-dependent structure functions and responses do
not reflect the same functional behavior. This observation in
pion production is also in contrast to the situation discussed
in the case of quasielastic scattering for which RTL8
A }G1
A and
RT8
A }G2
A according to Ref. @3#.
FIG. 7. 3He responses Ri
A in the kinematic regime of pion pro-
duction as functions of the energy transfer V5QPA /mA . The
displayed results refer to the momentum transfer Q2520.25
GeV2. The proton and neutron contributions are indicated by the
dashed and dotted curves, respectively. The full lines represent the
full result.
FIG. 8. Transverse-longitudinal and transverse asymmetries
ATL8 and AT8 in the kinematic regime of pion production as func-
tions of energy transfer V5QPA /mA . The displayed results refer
to the momentum transfer Q2520.25 GeV2 and the beam energy
ke
050.88 GeV. The proton and neutron contributions are indicated
by the dashed and dotted curves, respectively. The full lines repre-
sent the full result.The conclusion that polarized 3He is an efficient substi-
tute for a neutron spin target is confirmed for spin-dependent
cross sections. The asymmetry A is defined by
A~ke8
0
,Ve8 ,nˆA!
5
d2s/dke8
0dVe8~1,nˆA!2d2s/dke8
0dVe8~21,nˆA!
d2s/dke8
0dVe8~1,nˆA!1d2s/dke8
0dVe8~21,nˆA!
. ~4.2!
The asymmetry is called transverse-longitudinal, i.e., ATL8,
when the polarization angles are (u*5p/2,f*50); it is
called transverse, i.e., AT8, when the polarization angles are(u*50,f*50). Figure 8 shows that in both cases the asym-
metry is dominated by the neutron contribution.
The nuclear response RTL8
A
and the corresponding asym-
metry ATL8 are determined by the interference of charge and
spatial current; the quantities depend sensitively on the
charge form factor GC for D-isobar excitation; the employed
parametrization of GC is given in Eq. ~C.10c! of Appendix C
of Ref. @6#; it is denoted there by GC* . Figure 9 shows the
sensitivity of the asymmetry ATL8 on GC ; thus, a measure-
ment of ATL8 may also serve as a method for determining
properties of that form factor.
We conclude that a measurement of inclusive inelastic
scattering from polarized 3He in the region of pion produc-
tion may efficiently yield information on neutron properties,
more generally, on nucleon properties in pion production.
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FIG. 9. Transverse-longitudinal asymmetry ATL8 in the kine-
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The choices GC(0)50.25,0,20.25 refer to the solid, dotted, and
dashed curves, respectively.
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